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1. Physics objective of the analysis: To measure the double parton scattering        
    (DPS) of photon+3 jets final state in both real cross section scale and                     
    normalization scale. The specific angular and momentum distribution, which can    
    reflect the correlation between the photon-jet pair and dijet pair, would be               
    investgated.

2. Analyzer: CMS software 4.2.5 version

3. Data sets: /EG/Run2010A-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD
        /Photon/Run2010B-Apr21ReReco-v1/AOD

    MCs: Photon+Jet samples & QCD Dijet samples of Pythia6, Pythia8 and                
           Madgraph.

    Selection:  Primary event vertex filter ( |z| < 24 cm, |d0| < 2 cm,  NDOF > =4 )
                            Loose photon isolation cut for photon
                       Spike-removal cut for photon

  Pixel seed veto (trackless requirement for photon)
                       Loose jet selection for Pfjets (AntiKT5 PFjets)

                       P
T
 cut for leading photon = 75, P

T
 cut for leading jet = 75,

                       P
T
 cut for 2nd and 3rd leading jet = 20

                       η cut for leading photon: |η|<1.442, 1.566<|η|<2.5
                       η cut for jets: |η|<2.4 



    Selection:  Jet-Vertex assocoation algorithm to request every selected jet must   
                       be associated with the hardest primary vertex.

                       In order to reduce the pile-up effect, we also request the associated  
                       track P

T
 sum of second primary vertex should be lower than 10 GeV

                  
                       

HLT path requirement for data run range Eff. Lumi. (/pb)

HLT_Photon20_Cleaned_L1R 138564-143962 2.46

HLT_Photon30_Cleaned_L1R 144010-147116 5.81

HLT_Photon50_Cleaned_L1R_v1 147196-148058 9.47

HLT_Photon70_Cleaned_L1R_v1 148822-149294 18.4

36.14

4. highlights of the main results so far: (collected in the following slides)
    → Comparison between theoritic prediction of MC and corrected data which de-   
         convoluted by Bayesian unfolding method.
    → Migration effect study of correction
   
5. issue: would be collected in the final page.

6. Probable target in term of pre-approval/approval: 
    → to correct more obsverables like pT spectrum, η distribution and φ                    
       distribution of selected photon and jets
    → systematic error study of jet energy correction, jet energy resolution, photon     
       energy resolution,model dependency, pile-up effect... etc



DPS studyDPS study
Distinguishing variables: 1. ∆φ between photon and jet1

    2. pT imbalance between photon and jet1pT imbalance between photon and jet1

                                                                                                3. 3. ∆φ between jet2 and jet3∆φ between jet2 and jet3
                                                                                                4. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet34. pT imbalance between jet2 and jet3

                                       5. The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and The pairing variables Spt, Sphi and ∆∆SS

       

                                                                                            

∆ PT ( photon , jet1)=
P⃗T photon+ P⃗T jet1

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣

∆ PT ( jet2 , jet3)=
P⃗T jet2+ P⃗T jet3

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S PT=
1

√2 √ P⃗T ( photon , jet1)

∣P⃗T photon∣+∣P⃗T jet1∣
+

P⃗T ( jet2 , jet3)

∣P⃗T jet2∣+∣P⃗T jet3∣

S φ=
1

√2π
√Δφ( photon , jet1)+Δφ( jet2 , jet3)



PURITY, STABILITY, 
ACCEPTANCE, BACKGROUND
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          - Acceptance, Background, Purity, Stability for ΔS - 

Study of Migration Effect

Bin by Bin study for each event.

Generator level info.:
Photon P

T
> 75 GeV

1st Gen-Jet P
T
 > 75 GeV

2nd & 3rd Gen-Jet P
T
 > 20 GeV

Correction factor:

1−Bi
MC

Ai
MC ×

Pi
MC

S i
MC
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   - Bin-by-bin Study for Δφ(jet2, jet3) - 

Correction Factor

For normalized distributionFor real scale distribution

Mainly, we use madgraph for the correction due to it have quite enough 
statistics. And the results of pythia6 are put together as a reference.
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for Δφ(jet2, jet3)- 

Bayesian Correction Method

For normalized distributionFor real scale distribution

For this obserable, we found the consistency of different MC prediction in 
normalization scale. But in real cross section scale, pythia6 is underestimated. 
Pythia8 describe the corrected data quite well except the last bin. Madgraph is 
overestimated.
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- corrected data vs gen level of MCs, shape conparison for Δφ(jet2, jet3)- 

Bayesian Correction Method

For normalized distributionFor real scale distribution

In real cross section scale, both madgraph and pythia8 is overestimated. 
Pythia6 is relatively underestimated. But in normalization scale, the shape of 
different MCs are quite similar to each other.
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Concerns & Problems
1. Roughly, we have already finished the correction for data. And now we can             
    directly use generator information with large statistics. But since the correction       
    procedure is done by using combined MC samples, that is, we have contribution    
    from both photon-jet samples and QCD samples. And we can't really                      
    discriminate the event type in real data. But due to the pool statistics problem in     
    all the QCD samples we have, it's a little to check the if the photonjet samples       
    and QCD samples would have similar correction factors or not. So we need to       
    study the systematic error when this “universaility” doesn't exist.

2. About the efficiency of photon selection, I am not sure if I need to do a correction   
    on it or not. I will discuss this with QCD photon group's expert (Eiko)

3. K- factor correction for QCD samples? Since currently, I only apply the K-factor      
    correction for photon-jet samples (LO->NLO). But I don't know if it's necessary to   
    apply the K-factor correction for QCD samples or not.

4. Other things like writing the analysis note, studying systematic error, investgating   
    and correcting more observable, I will try my best to finish them as soon as            
    possible. Maybe one month would be needed for me. But I am not sure when the 
    deanline is for pre-approval/approval.
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